
Scanography (Ultimate Macro) 
 
So, when the weather is terrible and you don’t feel like going outside, what do you do 
when you have a photographic urge? Here’s a little project to get your creative bent 
active. 
 

Use a Flatbed Scanner 
 
There are more ways to make an image than with your camera. How about using a 
scanner? It doesn’t have to be posh or expensive, however you will achieve best 
results if you follow the guidelines here. Obviously, you need a scanner – I have an 
A4 size Epson Perfection V750 Pro, which does sheet film, slides and negatives as 
well as reflective paper scans. We are however only interested in the ability to scan 
reflective images. Because the scanner I have is a deep model rather than the shallow 
type, the resulting depth of field is slightly better, but it’s very shallow anyway, no 
matter what. If you can remove the lid and have at least a 1200dpi scanning capability, 
these are all plus points, but not essential. 
 
Scanography involves the capture of 3 dimensional objects at the macro level, which 
cannot be achieved by conventional photography alone. This gives your imagery the 
ability to stand out from other more conformist work. One of the signature effects 
resulting from of this kind of photography is the creation of absolute black backgrounds 

(but is not always the case). This 
is caused by the light from the 
scanning rail falling off the 
objects being scanned, 
producing a penumbra (or 
shadow) which gets extremely 
dark due to the shallow depth of 
field. To help get you background 
reasonably dark, cover the 
objects with a black cloth or box 
during daylight or turn the lights 
off at night. Sometimes this is not 
always necessary, it really 
depends on the lighting in your 

room. I have got away with some subjects in daylight with no cover at all! 
 
I made a cover with black mounting board that gives me 3.5” clearance above the 
glass platen. This allows for the objects to have good clearance above the objects 
being scanned and creates a great background. 
 
How to Scan 
 
Arrange your object on the glass platen. Don’t forget that your objects need to face 
down because you are capturing from the bottom up, rather from the top down as with 
your camera. Be careful with plants as they often have pollen spores that can make a 
mess of your scanner. Have plenty of cleaning solution and cloths to hand. If you’re 
using hard objects they may scratch the glass and you can use a piece of clear acetate 
to protect it. Just be careful and you’ll be OK. 
 



You need to scan your objects with a pre-scan and make any adjustments you feel 
necessary to get your background darker, but I recommend leaving it on AUTO for 

now, we can darken the background 
later. Leave the settings to reflective, at 
48Bit with a resolution of around 600dpi 
in TIFF mode. This gives a great result 
if you’re scanning the whole of the 
platen glass. And is in 16Bt, giving you 
a better colour depth. If you’re only 
doing a selected portion then use 
1200dp – you will resize the image later. 
 
Processing in Photoshop 
 
When you have a capture on your 
computer it will be quite sizeable 
(hundreds of MB is not uncommon) so 
give your machine time to import the 
image. If you made a great capture your 
background may look pretty black and 
uniform, but don’t be deceived. No 
matter how fastidious you were at 
cleaning the glass there will be many 

speckles both on the background and your objects. They show up because of the ultra-
magnification that the scanner provides together with shallow depth of field. Don’t be 
tempted to remove any blemishes first! I 
suggest doing your contract, tone, 
sharpness and other adjustments first or 
you could end up retouching the image 
more than once. 
 
You may end up with a dark grey, semi 
black background and weak colouration 
after scanning. A simple but effective 
solution is to make a copy of the scan layer 
(Background), then change this layer 
(Layer 1) to multiply blend mode. Hey 
presto, your background is immediately 
more uniform and black. Flatten the layers 
or make a Stamp Visible 
Layer…..Command (or Control)+ Option 
(or Alt)+ Shift+ E. Now adjust using the 
Camera Raw Filter….Filter>Camera Raw 
Filter. Make any regular colour adjustments using your preferred methods – THEN do 
your retouching. 
 
Because you have a nice black and uniform background, the best way to retouch is 
using the paintbrush with black at 100% and large areas can be sorted very quickly. 
The fine retouching can be done with the Spot Healing brush. When you zoom in you 
will see that any imperfections will be exaggerated by any adjustments you have 
made. Spots will have multiplied faster than rabbits in heat! This is why we leave 
retouching to the last operation. 
 



Start with objects that will be easy to retouch like pencils, oranges or other fruit. Things 
like feathers or plants that have spores are very messy as they collect dust (or drop) 
items onto the platen glass. When retouching it’s easy to get carried away and take 
hours getting every last bit of spot or blemish off the image. Always look at the image 
at 100% magnification of actual print size, or you could be ‘spotting’ unnecessarily. 
 
If you need further advice or help there is a full video on Scanography on my YouTube 
Channel https://youtu.be/d30tEreG2m4 or you can message me through the website. 
Have Fun. 
 

 

https://youtu.be/d30tEreG2m4
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